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a b s t r a c t

Smallpox, a contagious and deadly disease caused by variola virus, was eradicated by a strategy that
included vaccination with vaccinia virus, a live-virus vaccine. Because the threat of bioterrorism with
smallpox persists and infections with zoonotic poxvirus infections like monkeypox continue, and there
may be a time when an alternative vaccine platform is needed, recombinant-subunit vaccine strategies
for poxviruses have been pursued. Our prior work focused on understanding the immune responses gen-
erated to vaccine-formulations containing the virus protein L1. In this work, we examine vaccine-
formulations with additional key protein targets: A33 and B5 (components of the extracellular virus)
and another protein on the mature virus (A27) adjuvanted with aluminum hydroxide (AH) with and
without CpG- oligonucleotide. Each vaccine was formulated to allow either adsorption or non-
adsorption of the protein (and CpG) to AH. Mice given a prime and single boost produced long-lasting
antibody responses. A second boost (given ~5-months after the first) further increased antibody titers.
Similar to our prior findings with L1 vaccine-formulations, the most protective A33 vaccine-
formulations included CpG, resulted in the generation of IgG2a-antibody responses. Unlike the prior find-
ings with L1 (where formulations that adsorbed both the protein and the CpG to AH resulted in 100% sur-
vival after challenge and minimal weight loss), the AH-adsorption status of A33 and CpG did not play as
important a role, since both AH-adsorbed and non-adsorbed groups lost weight after challenge and had
similar survival. Vaccination with B5-formulations gave different results. While CpG-containing formula-
tions were the only ones that generated IgG2a-antibody responses, the vaccine-formulation that
adsorbed B5 to AH (without CpG) was as equally effective in protecting mice after challenge. These
results indicate that the mechanism of how antibodies against A33 and B5 protect differ. The data also
show the complexity of designing optimized vaccine-formulations containing multiple adjuvants and
recombinant protein-based antigens.

� 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Smallpox was successfully eradicated in the last century using a
live virus vaccine [1]. Once eradicated, routine vaccination with
vaccinia virus (VACV) was no longer carried out and production
of the vaccine ended. Because smallpox vaccination also protected
against zoonotic poxviruses, the number of cases of monkeypox
has increased significantly in Africa [2–4]. Due to concerns of
bioterrorism with variola virus, there was a need to replenish vac-
cine stockpiles as a countermeasure [5]. This was a challenge
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because pharmaceutical companies had produced the historical
smallpox vaccine in lymph and skin of inoculated animals. To pro-
duce new stocks of vaccine, a cell culture-based vaccine was devel-
oped [6,7]. Since side effects and rare life-threatening
complications were still seen with the cell culture-based vaccine
[8], safer smallpox vaccines were pursued. The U.S. chose to move
forward with the more attenuated live virus vaccine, modified vac-
cinia Ankara (MVA) [9,10]. This virus is safer because it does not
generate infectious progeny in human cells. However, to generate
similar immune responses to the historical VACV vaccine, a dose
1000-times greater than the historical vaccine is needed. Also,
two doses are required. While MVA was chosen as the next gener-
ation smallpox vaccine that could also combat monkeypox [10,11],
recombinant subunit vaccine strategies had also been pursued and
may someday be used as a future generation smallpox vaccine
strategy.

Since poxviruses generate two forms of infectious progeny
virus, subunit vaccines that generate protective antibody
responses typically target key viral proteins on the membrane of
the mature virus (MV) (e.g., L1, A27) and proteins on the mem-
brane of the extracellular virus (EV) (e.g., A33 and B5) [12–31]. It
is believed that antibodies to these two forms of infectious virions
are important for both the initial control of incoming virus and
control of viral spread in the infected host.

Our previous biophysical study showed that binding of the L1
protein to the adjuvant aluminum hydroxide (along with the
TLR-9 adjuvant, CpG), was critical in generating a protective anti-
body response [29]. Here we studied the immunogenicity of the
other key targets of a poxvirus recombinant subunit vaccine
(non-tagged, smallpox homologs: A27V, A33V, B5V) with two
adjuvants, aluminum hydroxide (Alhydrogel, AH) and CpG
oligonucleotide after a prime and boost, as well as after a second
boost vaccination ~5 months after the initial prime vaccination.
We also examined the ability of these single subunit protein vac-
cine formulations to protect mice from lethal challenge with VACV.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Generation and purification of variola virus A33, B5, A27 proteins
produced by baculovirus infected insect larvae

WithWHO approval and safeguards in place, the ectodomains of
the variola Bangladesh 1975 A27-homolog (amino acids 1 to 110;
gene bank accession number AAA60882.1), variola India 3 Major
1967 A33-homolog (amino acids 58 to 184; gene bank accession
number NP_042184.1), and variola Bangladesh 1975 B5-homolog
(amino acids 20 to 275; gene bank accession number
AAA60915.1) were synthetically generated and individually
expressed using recombinant baculovirus technology as previously
described for L1V [29]. Insect larvae were infected and the non-
tagged proteins were isolated and purified to 99% homogeneity
using an ion-exchange capture step, affinity (Blue sepharose) and
orthogonal ion exchange chromatographic methods, with buffer
exchange over G-25 for final formulation in histidine buffer. Purity
of each protein can be seen by silver stain (see Fig. 2). To distinguish
these proteins from previously used Histidine-tagged VACV pro-
teins [19,26], the proteins will be referred to as A27V, A33V and
B5V. This study was not designed to provide information on protein
dose selection. A protein antigen dose of 2 mg or 10 mg was used to
match prior studies that used similar antigens [14,19,21,29].
2.2. Vaccine formulations

All vaccine formulations contained Alhydrogel (AH) in a his-
tidine buffer (10 mM histidine buffer with 150 mM NaCl, pH 7).
Phosphate-treated Alhydrogel (PTAH) contained the indicated
amount of phosphate buffer (see Fig. 2 legend) in the histidine buf-
fer. The CpG adjuvant, CpG-10104 (50-TCGTCGTTTCGTCGTTTTGTC
GTT-30; Coley Pharmaceutical) was used in the formulation con-
taining Alhydrogel (AH) or phosphate-treated Alhydrogel (PTAH).
Unless indicated, each vaccine formulation containing purified
protein antigen at 2 mg or 10 mg, aluminum ion at 2 mg/mL
(100 mg aluminum), with or without 50 mg CpG in a total of 50 ml
volume were used per mouse [29]. Formulations were based on
the biophysical characterization and adjuvant binding studies for
each protein including addition of phosphate buffer ions which
altered the surface charge of AH adjuvant, which in turn affected
the interaction with each protein antigen with AH (Companion
manuscript in preparation).

2.3. Vaccine preparation

The vaccines (50 ll/dose/mouse) were prepared on the day of
vaccination. As previously described [19,26,29], Alhydrogel
(100 lg/dose per mouse based on aluminum ion) was incubated
in histidine buffer with or without phosphate buffer at 5 �C for 1
hr. Proteins (A33V, B5V, L1V, A27V) in histidine buffer were then
added at 2 lg/dose or 10 lg/dose per mouse. CpG (50 lg/dose)
was then added and formulations with or without CpG were incu-
bated at 5 �C for an additional ~5 h. The adsorption status of pro-
teins (and CpG) to AH and PTAH were determined by SDS-PAGE
(4–15% gradient Mini-Protean TGX gel) under reducing and dena-
turing conditions. Protein bands and CpG bands were visualized
in the gels by silver staining (Invitrogen Silverquest Staining Kit)
following the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.4. Mouse vaccination and challenge

Female BALB/c mice (Charles River Laboratories) were housed
in the ABSL2 facility at the University of Pennsylvania and worked
with in accordance with institutional guidelines. Only female mice
were used to compare results with our prior work. After a one-
week acclimation period and as previously described [19,26,29],
the six-week-old mice were randomly divided into 5 mice (for
longer-term) or 10 mice per group (for short-term) for vaccination
with various formulations. Briefly, for ease of handling, mice were
anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine and intramuscularly vacci-
nated in the gastrocnemius muscle. The effect anesthetizing mice
had on immune responses was not investigated. For short-term
studies (Fig. 1), mice were vaccinated (primed) and then revacci-
nated (boosted) two weeks later. Mice were bled 3 weeks after
the boost. For longer-term vaccination studies, mice were simi-
larly, primed and then boosted 2 weeks after priming. Then at
21-weeks after priming, mice received a second boost vaccination
(Fig. 1). These mice were bled at ~5 months after the first boost and
then 3 weeks after the second boost. For both short-term and
longer-term studies, 3-weeks after the boost vaccination, anes-
thetized mice were intranasally challenged with an indicated
lethal dose of VACV (strain WR) in 20 ll PBS. Mice were monitored
and weighed daily. Mice that reached end-point criteria and/or had
30% weight loss were humanely euthanized.

2.5. Determination of antibody responses by ELISA

Equal volumes of sera from individual mice from each group
were mixed and heat inactivated at 56 �C for 30 min. Total IgG
and subclasses IgG1 and IgG2a were assayed by direct ELISA as pre-
viously described [19,26,29]. Briefly, 96-well ELISA plates were
pre-coated with 0.5 lg/ml purified A33V or B5V or L1V or A27 pro-
teins in PBS, and incubated at 4 �C overnight with two-fold dilu-
tions of pooled serum samples starting at a 1:400 dilution. Wells



Fig. 1. Timeline for in vivo study of short-term and longer-term subunit protein vaccinations, bleedings, and challenges.
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were then probed with either HRP-conjugated Rat anti-mouse IgG
(Abcam ab6728) diluted 1:2000, or IgG1 (BD Pharmingen 559626)
and anti-IgG2a (BD Pharmingen 553391) each diluted at 1:1000.
All samples were tested in triplicate. For each protein ELISA figure
shown, samples were run at the same time to allow direct compar-
isons. The absorbance and antibody titers were determined as pre-
viously described [19,26,29].
2.6. Statistical analysis

Data are reported per group and mean ± standard error of the
mean (SEM). The significant differences of the percentage weight
loss between groups were analyzed from day 4 to day 12. Area-
under-the-curve value was calculated for each set of percentage
weight loss and ELISA data. Area-under-the-curve values were
compared between groups by a One-way ANOVA statistical test
using GraphPad Prism version 6 software. The p values < 0.05 were
considered significant.
3. Results

3.1. Expression and purification of variola virus A33, B5 and A27
homolog proteins

We previously showed that a vaccine formulation of the pox
protein L1V bound to aluminum hydroxide along with CpG
induced a protective humoral immune response that was not
found with formulations that lacked CpG or did not adsorb L1V
to aluminum hydroxide [29]. In the work reported here, we indi-
vidually studied the other key variola virus envelope protein
homologs from the extracellular virus (A33 and B5) and mature
virus (A27). Each of the protein antigens used was untagged and
highly purified. While the expressed protein sequence of VACV
L1 and variola L1 are identical, there were amino acid differences
between the expressed ectodomains of VACV (strain WR) and var-
iola proteins. Comparison of these VACV proteins to the VARV pro-
teins reveals 10 amino acid differences in the 126 amino acid
ectodomain of A33, 21 amino acid differences in the 255 amino
acid ectodomain of B5, and 2 amino acid differences in the 110
amino acids of A27. Similar to L1V [29], all recombinant protein
antigens (A33V, B5V and A27V) reacted with available anti-VACV
A33, B5, A27 polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies (data not
shown).
3.2. Adsorption state of adjuvanted A33V, B5V, A27V with or without
CpG in Alhydrogel in the presence or absence of phosphate buffer

Previously, we found that phosphate buffer (20 mM) treated
Alhydrogel (PTAH) adjuvant resulted in no adsorption of L1V anti-
gen and/or CpG adjuvant to PTAH, and this impacted immune
responses and protection [29]. In this study we investigated each
additional recombinant protein antigens (A33V, B5V, A27V) adju-
vanted with either AH or PTAH, with or without CpG. Biophysical
studies of these proteins with Alhydrogel revealed the 40 mM
phosphate buffer was needed to prevent adsorption of A33V and
B5V to Alhydrogel, while 100 mM of phosphate buffer was needed
for A27 (companion manuscript in preparation).

Both the A33V and B5V proteins at 2 lg/dose showed a similar
AH adsorption pattern as we previously found with L1V [29]. As
shown in Fig. 2, A33V with or without CpG was completely
adsorbed to AH resulting in no bands visually observed in the gel
(Fig. 2A, lanes 1 and 3). A33V with or without CpG was not
adsorbed to PTAH (Fig. 2A, lanes 2 and 4) resulting in clearly
observed bands in the gel. Similar experiments with B5V with or
without CpG also showed both to be completely adsorbed to AH
(Fig. 2B, lanes 1 and 3), and not adsorbed to PTAH (Fig. 2B, lanes
2 and 4). A higher dose of A33V and B5V (10 lg/dose) had similar
results with AH able to adsorb, and PTAH not adsorbing, all of the
protein (Fig. 2A, lanes 6 and 7, 2B, lanes 7 and 8). A higher concen-
tration of phosphate buffer (100 mM) was needed to prevent A27V
from being adsorbed to Alhydrogel (Fig. 2C, lane 4). Interestingly,
unlike the other formulations with AH, some CpG remained
unbound to AH (Fig. 2C, lane 3) in the presence of A27V.
3.3. A33V/CpG adsorbed to Alhydrogel (AH) induced higher antibody
levels compared to protein non-adsorbed to phosphate treated
Alhydrogel (PTAH)

After a prime and boost, antibody responses were measured
3 weeks after the boost. Our previously published data with L1V
showed that antibody responses induced by L1V adsorbed to AH
gave significantly higher antibody responses than the non-
adsorbed formulation [29]. In this study, we similarly found that
A33V adsorbed to AH (A33/AH) produced significantly higher IgG
and IgG1 antibody responses than the non-adsorbed A33/PTAH
formulation (Fig. 3A (total IgG) and 3B (IgG1), closed circle, dashed
line vs. open circle, dashed line; p = 0.01 and p = 0.02, respectively).
Neither formulation without CpG produced measurable



Fig. 2. Characterization of vaccine formulations by silver-staining of SDS-PAGE. After vaccine formulations were made, the tube was centrifuged to pellet the solid aluminum
hydroxide and the supernatants (5 ll) from each vaccine formulation were processed and loaded in each lane. Lane ‘‘M” is low-range molecular weight markers (Amersham)
with the indicated apparent molecular weights in kDa. Lanes ‘‘S” is the starting amount of protein at a concentration of 2 lg/50 ll of A33V, B5V, A27 in histidine buffer. A.
A33V formulations. PT = 40 mM KH2PO4. B. B5V formulations. PT = 40 mM KH2PO4. C. A27V formulations. PT = 100 mM KH2PO4. Note, the band in panel A, lane 5, is spill over
from unrelated adjacent lane to the right of lane 5. AH, Alhydrogel; PT, phosphate treated Alhydrogel at the indicated concentration.
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of antibody responses after short-term vaccination of groups of mice with A33V formulations and pathogenesis after VACV challenge. A to C. Sera samples
were obtained 3 weeks after one boost vaccination and antibody responses were measured by ELISA. (A) total IgG; (B) isotype IgG1; (C) isotype IgG2a. Mice (10 mice/group)
were then challenged intranasally with VACV 1.7x105 pfu per mouse and followed for (D) weight loss and (E) survival rate. Solid symbols represent vaccines formulated in
Alhydrogel (AH). Open symbols represent vaccines formulated in phosphate treated Alhydrogel (PTAH). Solid lines represent vaccines formulated with CpG. Dashed lines
represent vaccines formulated without CpG.
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complement-fixing isotype antibody, IgG2a (Fig. 3C). When CpG
was included in the formulation with A33V/AH (A33/AH/CpG),
higher total IgG and IgG2a antibody titers were generated than
the formulation not containing CpG (Fig. 3A, closed circle, solid line
vs. closed circle, dashed line, IgG, p = 0.01 and Fig. 3C, IgG2a,
p = 0.0001). Comparing adsorbed to non-adsorbed A33V in the
presence of CpG (A33/AH/CpG vs. A33/PTAH/CpG), adsorbed A33/
CpG gives higher total IgG, IgG1, and IgG2a responses than non-
adsorbed A33/CpG (Fig. 3 closed circle, solid line vs. open circle
solid line; p = 0.002, p = 0.01p = 0.002, respectively). Increasing
the amount of A33V to 10 lg/dose of A33V adsorbed to AH
(Fig. 3, closed triangle, dashed line) or non-adsorbed in PTAH
(Fig. 3, open triangle, dashed line) did not drastically change total
IgG titers compared to the lower 2 lg dose of A33V (p = 0.67)
and decreased the amount of IgG1 (p = 0.007). The higher dose of
A33V in the absence of CpG still did not generate measurable
amounts of IgG2a (Fig. 3C). In summary, these results indicate that
increasing the amount of A33V in the formulation will not produce
a higher antibody response or result in an isotype switch. However,
CpG in the vaccine formulation is important for enhancing total
immune responses and inducing antibody isotype IgG2a (Fig. 3C).
Adsorption of A33V and CpG to AH gave the highest overall anti-
body responses.

3.4. Formulations with B5V behave differently than those with A33V in
inducing antibody levels with or without adjuvant CpG

Given our prior results with L1V [29] and the results found with
A33V, we expected B5V to behave similarly. However, as shown in
Fig. 4, some antibody level differences between formulations with
B5V were less distinct. There were obvious differences with the
formulation with 2 lg of protein non-adsorbed B5V (B5/PTAH),



Fig. 4. Evaluation of antibody responses after short-term vaccination of groups of mice with B5V formulations and pathogenesis after VACV challenge. A to C. Sera samples
were obtained 3 weeks after one boost vaccination and antibody responses were measured by ELISA. (A) total IgG; (B) isotype IgG1; (C) isotype IgG2a. Mice (10 mice/group)
were then challenged intranasally with VACV 3.7x105 pfu per mouse and followed for (D) weight loss and (E) survival rate. Solid symbols represent vaccines formulated in
Alhydrogel (AH). Open symbols represent vaccines formulated in phosphate treated Alhydrogel (PTAH). Solid lines represent vaccines formulated with CpG. Dashed lines
represent vaccines formulated without CpG.
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which gave the lowest total IgG responses compared to adsorbed
B5V at the same dose (B5/AH) giving a higher IgG responses
(Fig. 4A open circle, dashed line vs. closed circle, dashed line;
p = 0.03). Inclusion of CpG in both formulations increases the total
IgG levels to the same levels (Fig. 4A, closed circle, solid line vs.
open circle, solid line; p = 0.3). Interestingly, increasing the amount
of B5V in the formulation to 10 lg results in total IgG amounts at
the same level of the formulations with CpG (Fig. 4A, closed circle,
solid line vs. closed triangle, dashed line (p = 0.50) and open circle,
solid line vs. open triangle, dashed line (p = 0.46)). Some of these
trends are seen in the IgG1 response, although there is a clearer dif-
ference between adsorbed and non-adsorbed formulations with
CpG (Fig. 4B. open circle, solid line vs. closed circle, solid line,
p = 0.02). Again, unlike A33V, the 10 lg/dose of B5V non-
adsorbed in PTAH drastically increased IgG1 levels compared to
the lower 2 lg dose of B5V (Fig. 4B, open triangles, dashed line
vs. open circle, dashed line, p = 0.03). However, 10 lg and 2 lg/dose
of B5V adsorbed to AH produced the same levels of IgG1 (Fig. 4B,
solid circle, dashed line vs. solid triangle, dashed line, p = 0.75).
In summary, these results showed that the amount of B5V proteins
and adsorption of protein to AH are important for stimulating a
Th2 immune response and IgG1 production. While the develop-
ment of isoclass switch to IgG2a is dependent on the presence of
CpG (Fig. 4C), the adsorption state of the B5V protein and CpG
appears less important than was seen with L1V [29] and A33V
(Fig. 3C). In Fig. 4C, the highest IgG2a response is seen with B5/
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AH/CpG (Fig. 4C, closed circle, solid line vs. open circle, solid line;
p = 0.03), but the non-adsorbed formulation with phosphate buffer
still produces high levels of IgG2a.

3.5. Formulations with A27V induce high antibody levels when the
adjuvant includes CpG

For A27V protein formulations there appeared to be predictable
antibody responses (Fig. 5). Highest antibody responses were with
A27V formulations that included CpG. But the AH-adsorption sta-
tus did not matter (Fig. 5A, B, and C, closed circle solid line vs. open
circle solid line; p = 0.84 (IgG), p = 0.71 (IgG1) and p = 0.89 (IgG2a)).
The A27V formulations that were adjuvanted with Alhydrogel
alone gave lower antibody responses when compared to formula-
tions without CpG (Fig. 5A & B, solid circle solid lines vs. solid circle
dashed line; p = 0.03 (IgG), p = 0.01 (IgG1) and open circle solid
lines vs. open circle dashed line; p = 0.028 (IgG), p = 0.024
(IgG1)), The only A27V formulations that generated an IgG2a
response were those with CpG (Fig. 5C). Unlike that found with
L1V [29] or reported here for A33V and B5V, the adsorption status
of A27V along with CpG did not alter the IgG2a response (Fig. 5C,
closed circle, solid line vs. open circle, solid line; p = 0.89).

3.6. Protection of vaccinated mice with formulations containing A33V,
B5V, or A27V against intranasal lethal dose VACV challenge 3-weeks
after a single boost

To determine which formulations could protect mice from
intranasal VACV challenge 3-weeks after a single boost vaccination
(Fig. 1), we followed weight loss and survival after challenge. For
vaccines formulated with A33V (Fig. 3D and E), control mice vacci-
nated with AH alone or AH/CpG all died or needed to be humanely
sacrificed. Groups of mice vaccinated with formulations that did
not contain CpG (A33V (2 lg or 10 lg)) formulated with AH or
PTAH all lost significant amounts of weight and succumb to infec-
tion. Groups of mice vaccinated with formulations that contained
CpG resulted in 9 of 10 mice surviving (Fig. 3E, solid lines). But
the group that was vaccinated with the formulation that adsorbed
the A33V and CpG lost less weight than the group formulated with
PTAH (Fig. 3D, closed circle, solid line vs. open circle, solid line;
p = 0.0078). These data indicate that formulations with CpG that
generate antibody subtype IgG2a are protective. Mice vaccinated
with the formulation with A33V/CpG adsorbed to AH was slightly
better at protecting against weight loss than the A33V/CpG/PTAH
formulation.

In contrast with the findings with A33V, a number of non-CpG
containing formulations with B5V conferred some level of protec-
tion (Fig. 4D and E). Groups of mice vaccinated with either B5V
(2 lg or 10 lg) adsorbed to AH lost similar amounts of weight
and had similar levels of survival compared to the CpG-
containing formulations (both adsorbed and non-adsorbed). These
four groups lost 15 to 20% weight and had 80 to 100% survival. Less
protective were non-adsorbed formulations B5V (2 lg)/PTAH and
B5V (10 lg)/PTAH. These groups lost 25% of their weight and only
4 of 10 mice from each group survived challenge. While the differ-
ences in antibody response to many of the formulations can
explain some of these findings (e.g., the formulation that had the
least relative protection (B5V (2 lg)/PTAH) generated the lowest
overall anti-B5V antibody responses), the similar levels of protec-
tion and weight loss of many of the formulations may indicate
the important role antibody generated to B5 has in the protection
from lethal challenge.

Despite high antibody responses to A27V in all formulations
(Fig. 5), none of the vaccines protected mice from weight loss or
survival (Fig. 5D &E). The lack of protection generated by A27V vac-
cines is likely due to the inability of these antibodies to neutralize
MV in plaque reduction assays (data not shown). We had similar
findings when the histidine-tagged VACV A27 protein was used
in vaccine formulations [19].

3.7. Longer-term antibody responses to vaccine formulations

To understand the longer-term immune responses to these vac-
cines with adsorbed and non-adsorbed proteins, antibody
responses were also examined ~6 months after the initial prime
with one or two boosts (Fig. 1). Our prior work showed poorer pro-
tection of protein vaccines formulated without CpG [19,26,29]. For
these studies, we examined the longer term antibody responses of
various adjuvanted formulations with each of the four recombi-
nant protein antigens including A33V, B5V, A27 (described in this
work) as well as L1V described previously [29].

As shown in Fig. 6A and B, IgG1 and IgG2a antibody levels gen-
erated by A33V/AH/CpG at 21-weeks (19-weeks after the first
boost (red circles, red line)) remained remarkedly high. The anti-
body levels were just slightly lower than the antibody response
3-weeks after the first boost (black solid circle, solid line vs. red cir-
cles, red line; p = 0.06). The second boost brings IgG1 and IgG2a
levels back to this same level as this earlier time point (solid circle,
dashed line vs. solid circle, solid line; p = 0.81). The A33V formula-
tions that did not adsorb A33V (A33V/PTAH/CpG) had lower
responses (open circles), but showed the same trends. IgG1 and
IgG2a antibody levels remained relatively high at 21-weeks (19-
weeks after the first boost (blue circles, blue line)) and were
increased after a second boost.

The formulations containing B5V followed similar trends to that
seen with A33V. As shown in Fig. 6C, IgG1 antibody levels gener-
ated by B5V/AH/CpG at 21-weeks (19-weeks after the first boost
(red triangles, red line)) still remained high. But the antibody
levels were lower than the antibody response 3-weeks after the
first boost (black solid triangle, solid line vs. red triangle, red line;
p = 0.01). The second boost brings IgG1 levels to a higher level
than the earlier time point (solid triangle, dashed line vs. solid tri-
angle, solid line; p = 0.04). The B5V formulations that did not
adsorb B5V (B5V/PTAH/CpG) had lower responses (open trian-
gles), but showed the same trends. IgG1 antibody levels remained
relatively high at 21-weeks (19-weeks after the first boost (blue
triangles, blue line)) and were increased after a second boost
(open triangle, dashed line vs. blue triangles, blue line;
p = 0.01). For adsorbed and non-adsorbed B5V formulations, the
IgG2a levels at 21-weeks (19-weeks after the first boost) were
lower than 3 weeks after the first boost, but each boosted to a
level higher than the level 3-weeks after boost vaccination
(closed triangles, dashed line vs. red triangles, red triangles, red
line (p = 0.03), open triangles, dashed line vs. blue triangles, blue
line (p = 0.02)), Also, the second boost produced significant higher
IgG2a titers than the first boost (closed triangles, dashed line vs.
closed triangles, solid line (p = 0.03), open triangles, dashed line
vs. open triangles, solid line (p = 0.02)). Interestingly, the adsorp-
tion status B5V/CpG after the second boost was less critical since
non-adsorbed B5V/CpG generated similar high levels of IgG2a
antibody to those produced by adsorbed B5V/CpG (closed trian-
gle, dashed line vs. open triangle, dashed line; p = 0.08).

We also examined longer-term responses to adsorbed and non-
adsorbed L1V formulations with CpG. Similar to findings with
A33V, as shown in Fig. 6E and F, IgG1 and IgG2a antibody levels
generated by L1V/AH/CpG at 21-weeks (19-weeks after the first
boost (red squares, red line)) remained very high. The IgG2a anti-
body levels were just slightly lower than the antibody response
3-weeks after the first boost (red squares, red line vs. solid squares,
solid line; p = 0.1). The second boost brings IgG1 and IgG2a levels
back to the same level as this earlier time point (solid square,
dashed line vs. solid square, solid line). The L1V formulations that



Fig. 5. Evaluation of antibody responses after short-term vaccination of groups of mice with A27V formulations and pathogenesis after VACV challenge. A to C. Sera samples
were obtained 3 weeks after one boost vaccination and antibody responses were measured by ELISA. (A) total IgG; (B) isotype IgG1; (C) isotype IgG2a. Mice (5 mice/group)
were then challenged intranasally with VACV 4.0x105 pfu per mouse and followed for (D) weight loss and (E) survival rate. Solid symbols represent vaccines formulated in
Alhydrogel (AH). Open symbols represent vaccines formulated in phosphate treated Alhydrogel (PTAH). Solid lines represent vaccines formulated with CpG. Dashed lines
represent vaccines formulated without CpG.
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did not adsorb L1V (L1V/PTAH/CpG) had lower responses (open
squares), but showed the same trends. IgG1 and IgG2a antibody
levels at 21-weeks (19-weeks after the first boost), remained sim-
ilar to the antibody response 3 weeks after the first boost (blue
squares, blue line vs. open black squares, solid black line;
p = 0.09 for IgG1, p = 0.078 for IgG2a). However, the second boost
resulted in high IgG1 and IgG2a levels like the adsorbed L1V for-
mulation (L1V/AH/CpG) at 21-weeks (19-weeks after the first
boost (open squares, dashed line vs. red squares, red line; IgG1,
p = 0.2; IgG2a, p = 0.19)). Thus, a second boost of the non-
adsorbed formulation can result in higher anti-L1 antibody
responses and additional class-switched IgG2a antibody (open
square, solid line vs. open square, dashed line in IgG1, p = 0.002,
IgG2a, p = 0.01).
All formulations with A27V protein produced very high IgG1
and IgG2a antibody titers that were high even at 21-weeks (19-
weeks after the first boost (Fig. 6G and H)). After the second boost,
the IgG1 and IgG2a titers only slightly increased.

3.8. Vaccine formulations containing A33V, B5V, or L1V and CpG
provide longer-term protection of mice against intranasal lethal dose
VACV challenge 3-weeks after a second boost

We next determined if the immune responses after a second
boost vaccination could protect mice against VACV infection six
months after the initial priming vaccination. Boosted mice were
challenged after they received a second boost, 3-weeks prior to chal-
lenge (Fig. 1). As shown on Fig. 6I and J, all groups except for those



Fig. 6. Comparison longer-term antibody response after one or two boost vaccinations and pathogenesis after VACV challenge. A to H. Sera samples were obtained 3 weeks
and 19 weeks after first boost as well as 3-weeks after second boost. Antibody responses were measured by ELISA. Shown are responses to A33V (A) IgG1 (A) and (B) IgG2, B5V
(C) IgG1 and (D) IgG2, L1V (E) IgG1 and (F) IgG2, A27V (G) IgG1 and (H) IgG2a. Solid symbols represent vaccines formulated in Alhydrogel (AH). Open symbols represent
vaccines formulated in phosphate treated Alhydrogel (PTAH). Solid lines represent the groups that received a single boost 3-weeks after the initial prime vaccination. Dashed
lines represent the groups that received a second boost 21-weeks after the initial prime vaccination. Red line shows antibody responses to vaccine formulations with proteins
and CpG adsorbed to AH (AH) 19 weeks after the first boost. Blue line shows proteins and CpG not adsorbed to AH (PTAH) 19 weeks after the first boost. Groups of mice (5
mice/group) that received a second boost vaccination were then challenged intranasally with VACV 4.4x105 pfu per mouse and followed for (I) weight loss and (J) survival
rate. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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vaccinated with either formulation of A27V showed evidence of pro-
tection. The groups that had the least weight loss and 80 to 100%
survival were the adsorbed and non-adsorbed formulations of L1V
(open and closed squares) and the adsorbed formulation of B5V
(closed triangles). The other groups (adsorbed A33V (closed circles),
100% survival; non-adsorbed A33V (open circles), 80% survival; and
non-adsorbed B5V, 60% survival) all had significantly more weight
loss (~20%) compared to the more protective formulations (e.g.,
B5V/PTAH/CpG vs. L1V/PTAH/CpG; p = 0.001). Formulations with
A27V induced high antibody immune responses that poorly protect
mice against virus infection. This was also found when the histidine-
tagged VACV A27 protein was used as a subunit [19,32].

4. Discussion

Recombinant protein subunit vaccines can have advantages
over live virus vaccines. The most obvious is that they can have a
better safety profile. However, live virus vaccines are considered
the gold standard because of the breadth and longevity of the pro-
tective immune response they generate. Nevertheless, for the first
time, a protein-based subunit vaccine used to prevent recurrent
varicella zoster provided levels of protection better than those
reported with a live attenuated virus vaccine [33,34]. The new her-
pes zoster subunit vaccine (HZ/su, Shingrix) is based on a recombi-
nant expressed glycoprotein E (gE) and the AS01B adjuvant
(containing MPL and QS-21 adjuvants in a liposomal formulation).
Like the pox protein antigens and multiple adjuvants we studied in
this report in mice, the gE protein along with adjuvant AS01B
induce a potent immune response in humans. Studies in humans
showed that HZ/su elicits both high VZV gE-specific humoral and
cell-mediated response. The overall efficacy against herpes zoster
was 97.2%, and between 96.6% and 97.9% for all age groups [33].
In adults 70 years or older, the HZ/su efficacy against herpes zoster
was around 90.0% after a 2-dose vaccination and reduced the pos-
therpetic neuralgia among adults 70 years of age or older [34].
While not directly compared to the live attenuated VZV vaccine,
the efficacy of HZ/su was better than historical data with the live
vaccine. Thus, the right recombinant protein antigen/adjuvant
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combination could provide a safer and more effective alternative to
a live virus vaccine.

Finding an equally efficient safe vaccine alternative to live-virus
smallpox vaccine remains important, especially should the day
come when society and/or regulatory agencies no longer accept
the safety vs efficacy profile of live virus vaccines. Furthermore,
the threat of bioterrorism with an agent like variola virus remains
present. Also, zoonotic infections from monkeypox occurs in Africa
with known importations into non-endemic areas of the globe
including the United States [35,36] and elsewhere around the
world [37,38]. The long term stockpiling of a subunit vaccine
may be easier than a live virus vaccine both in terms of vaccine sta-
bility and ease of large scale manufacturing. Since adjuvants can
boost the effectiveness of subunit vaccines, the selection of subunit
antigens and adjuvants, both in terms of in vivo immunopotentia-
tion as well as their in vitro pharmaceutical properties, is a key
aspect of their clinical development. Developing such vaccine for-
mulations includes determining the nature of the interactions (or
non-interactions) between the antigen-adjuvant components to
optimize both physicochemical storage stability and in vivo
potency. Despite the long history of vaccine development using
aluminum adjuvants, much is still to be learned in terms of formu-
lation development to optimize their use in combination with var-
ious subunit antigens [39,40] and with newer adjuvants [41].

In our previous work, we studied antibody responses and pro-
tection conferred by subunit vaccines containing a combination
of VACV proteins A33, B5, L1, and A27 adjuvanted with CpG and
aluminum hydroxide in mice and non-human primates [19,26].
These proteins were histidine-tagged. To begin to generate non-
tagged antigens that could be used in humans, we moved to variola
virus homologs and initially studied L1V [29]. L1 is a key viral
envelope protein on the surface of MV. It is required for VACV cell
entry [42]. In our prior work with L1V, we found clear correlation
between the vaccine formulation and protection. L1V and CpG
adsorbed to Alhydrogel resulted in the least weight loss after chal-
lenge and 100% survival when compared to the non-adsorbed for-
mulation. In the work described here, we studied other viral
components which could be used in a multi-subunit smallpox
vaccine.

A33 is an EV-specific protein that is required for efficient cell-
to-cell spread [43,44]. For A33V, the status of the adsorption of
protein to AH and the presence or absence of CpG resulted in anti-
body levels (Fig. 3) similar to those found with L1V. Like responses
to L1V, the presence of CpG resulted not only in the highest total
antibody response, but also resulted in the production of an IgG2a
antibody response. When compared to the clearer differences in
weight loss between L1V/AH/CpG and L1V/PTAH/CpG, there was
less of a difference in weight loss of adsorbed and non-adsorbed
A33V/CpG, although there were statistically significant differences
between two groups. Both formulations also resulted in similar
high survival levels after challenge (Fig. 3E). Thus, the ability of
both adsorbed and non-adsorbed A33V/CpG to generate an IgG2a
isotype response to A33 seems important. Mouse IgG2a is comple-
ment fixing and functions in antibody-dependent cellular cytotox-
icity (ADCC). It has been shown that enhanced neutralization of EV
is through complement fixing antibody [45] and thus our results
with A33V make biological sense. The longer-term challenge
experiment shows the exceptionally high antibody levels are pre-
sent nearly 5 months after the last boost vaccination (Fig. 6A &
B). Weight loss and survival of groups vaccinated with adsorbed
and non-adsorbed A33V/CpG were similar (Fig. 6I & J, circles).
While the experiment was not designed to examine the longer-
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term protection after a single boost vaccination, the antibody levels
indicate that some protection would have been expected months
after the first boost vaccination.

B5 is another key EV glycoprotein that is involved in EV forma-
tion and is involved in cell-to-cell and long-range spread of the
virus in vivo [46]. While the only A33V vaccine formulations that
conferred protection 3 weeks after the boost included CpG
(Fig. 3E), our findings of antibody responses and survival with
B5V vaccine formulations were different. Similar to results with
A33V, B5V formulations that contained CpG were the only ones
that generated IgG2a isotype responses (Fig. 4C). But opposed to
A33V, formulations without CpG but with B5V adsorbed to AH
had similar levels of protection as the CpG containing formulations
as measured by weight loss and survival after challenge (Fig. 4E &
F). This indicates that while IgG2a antibody responses can be
important in neutralizing EV [45], the antibody response generated
to the protein (either at 2 lg/dose or 10 lg/dose) adsorbed to AH
generated a protective response to either neutralize EV [47,48]
and/or prevent efficient cell-to-cell spread [44,46]. It also reveals
that anti-B5 antibodies can protect in a manner different than anti-
bodies to A33. The data also indicates a role for adsorption of B5V
to AH to generate a protective immune response that was previ-
ously seen with L1V. Similar to results with A33V, the longer-
term challenge experiment shows that there were measurable
antibody levels present nearly 5 months after the last boost vacci-
nation (Fig. 6C & D). Weight loss and survival of groups vaccinated
with adsorbed B5V/CpG were better than the non-adsorbed formu-
lation (Fig. 6I & J, closed triangles compared to open triangles).
While the experiment was not designed to examine longer term
protection after a single boost vaccination, based on the pre-
second boost antibody levels and weight loss and survival after
the second boost, some protection might be expected for the
adsorbed B5V/CpG, but not the non-adsorbed B5V/CpG.

The experiment that examined longer-term antibody responses
to L1V/CpG formulations confirm our prior findings of antibody
responses 3-weeks after the initial boost [29]. That is, higher
IgG1 and IgG2a responses to adsorbed L1V/CpG than non-
adsorbed L1V/CpG (Fig. 6E & F, solid square, solid line vs. open
square, solid line). These antibody levels are slightly lower
~5 months after the first boost (Fig. 6E & F, red square/line vs. blue
square/line). A second boost results in high antibody levels for both
formulations (solid and open squares, dashed line). These antibody
levels result in little weight loss and 100% survival of challenged
mice.

In conclusion, similar to our work with L1V, A33V adsorption to
aluminum hydroxide along with CpG maximized antibody
responses and protected mice against lethal dose VACV infection
3-weeks after a boost vaccination. While B5V adsorption to alu-
minum hydroxide (along with CpG) also maximized antibody
responses, the presence of CpG was less critical for protection of
mice against lethal dose VACV infection 3-weeks after the boost
vaccination. While formulations with A27V induced high antibody
responses, none of the formulations resulted in protection after
challenge. The individual protein vaccines adsorbed and non-
adsorbed to Alhydrogel induced long-lasting antibody immune
responses, which rebounded to higher antibody titers after a
second boost. After the second boost, the best protection was
conferred by formulations with adsorbed B5V or L1V as well as
non-adsorbed L1V.
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